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Partway through the dinner service at Uwe, a glass dome-covered dish is 
presented to the table. Smoky tendrils swirl and whirl within, enshrouding 
the thin slices of beetroot in a billowing, white cloud. This last moment 
of saturation in smoke from smouldering sprigs of rosemary, thyme and 
oregano is the fi nal step in chef Uwe Opocensky’s preparation of his 
beetroot bresaola, following eight hours of hot smoking with the same 
selection of herbs and cedar wood. With a small fl ourish, the cloche is 
lifted to allow the smoke to escape and waft around the guests with a dash 
of visual and olfactory fl air. 
Though smoky, herbaceous fl avours are fully absorbed by the beetroot 
during the lengthy hot smoking process, Opocensky says that it would 
take a very refi ned nose and palate to perceive and distinguish between 
the different layers of fl avour. While the fi nal bit of smoking under the glass 
dome doesn’t actually infuse any additional fl avour into the beetroot 
itself, it does intensify the aromas emanating from it. If he can bring the 
aromas fresh to the table, then he can better explain the story around the 
dish. And that enhances the dining experience as a whole.
It is a story that Opocensky has occasionally revisited in his career, always 
with stunning results, from the tableside-smoked salmon and caviar 
that quickly became a signature dish while he was executive chef at the 
Mandarin Oriental, Hong Kong, to the grilled rib-eye cap, or calotte, served 
on a charred and still smoldering cedar plank at Uwe.
Smoking is on the rise – the kind that takes place in the kitchen, that is – with meats, 
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“There is the showmanship and the visual aspect to food smoking 
nowadays,” he says. “But for me, the smell is the most important thing. 
That smell of smoke sits very deep within our memory banks. I always 
like to play with that, bringing familiar flavours and aromas a little more 
forward.” 
Indeed, is there anything more primevally evocative than the smell of 
smoke? At one point in human history, all cooking was accomplished over 
a wood fire. And smoking was used as a way to extend the shelf life of meat 
and fish. The scent of smoked foods remains lodged within our ancestral 
memories, ready to be triggered. 
I’m a big fan of the old, traditional way of cooking,” says Opocensky. He 
also recognises that “there is a refinement to the old techniques of food 
smoking that has made a renaissance.” And of that, he is an unapologetic 
practitioner.
Charlotte Pike, bestselling author of Smoked also sees a revival of the 
forgotten skills taking place in the culinary world. “There are a lot of 
professional chefs and home cooks who are revisiting the skills and 
techniques of the traditional ways of food preparation and are translating 
them into modern recipes,” she says. 
The key to success lies in properly preparing the ingredient for smoking. 
Generally that means first salting, brining or curing to draw out excess 
moisture, and then blotting or even air-drying it. The dry surface, Pike 
emphasises, is what the smoke particles will adhere to.
In the past, when food preservation was the primary reason for smoking, 
ingredients were heavily smoked so more smoke particles would adhere 
to the pellicle and help form a tacky outer layer that acted as a protective 
barrier against deadly bacteria. With the advent of modern refrigeration 
and preservatives, food smoking today is mainly undertaken for the 
purpose of flavouring. Consequently, the smoking can be done with a 
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Horowitz provides a recipe for a whole smoked watermelon “ham” that 
defies the eyes as well as the palate. The watermelon is first brined for 
four days in a solution of water, wood ash, kosher salt, and seasonings. 
Then it is air-dried and smoked for half a day. The surface is scored, 
basted with olive oil, and then smoked and roasted until it lightly chars 
to a caramelised crisp. The result is a watermelon that looks like a ham 
but tastes like … something different – something simultaneously sweet, 
savoury and smoky.
“It looks like a ham, but it is a watermelon,” Horowitz says. “We’re not trying 
to make it something else. We’re simply applying age-old techniques and 
this is just what happened. We’re talking about something that uses a 
couple of ingredients, and we’re letting the ingredients and the processes 
speak for themselves.”
Last year, he took a similar approach with watermelon radish – this time 
curing the ingredient with acidity instead of alkalinity to modify its texture 
before smoking – to create a “bresaola” that nearly won a charcuterie 
contest. 
“For us, smoking is another way of imparting flavour, and in some cases, 
of preservation. Even though it’s almost become a buzzword, we’re really 
using a full spectrum of techniques. Smoking, fermenting, pickling, drying 
– they are all different tools that we use in the kitchen,” says Horowitz. “And 
at the heart of all this are the questions, how do we use these techniques 
to make plant-based foods taste great enough to reduce the amount of 
meat we eat? And how do we make undervalued foods, like goat neck, 
taste really delicious and therefore become more valuable?”
“We’re just opening new doors to a very old world,” he adds.   
“It really is all about the flavour,” says Pike. “The flavour of the smoke varies 
enormously depending on the material that is used to generate the smoke 
and the ingredient that it is paired with. So there are endless permutations 
and possibilities of flavour.” 
There are no hard and fast rules to the combinations, but broadly 
speaking, stronger flavoured hardwoods like hickory and mesquite pair 
better with stronger flavoured ingredients like red meats. And poultry and 
fish tend to pair better with less distinctively flavoured hardwoods such 
as alder, or even herbs, hay or tea. She suggests playing with materials 
like charcoal, seaweed, rice and sugar, or a mix of different materials. The 
only definite no-nos are soft, resinous woods like pine, spruce, and other 
evergreens, for risk of harmful effects from the burning of tar and resins. 
Then it is simply a matter of experimenting with the flavour combinations 
and with the smoking times and tailoring them to fit personal tastes. “You 
might find that the flavour is too heavy or too light, depending on the 
desired outcome that you wanted to achieve,” she says. “But in terms 
of achieving success in actually smoking an ingredient, it is a relatively 
straightforward endeavour.”
Pike believes that smoking is a near-universal flavouring agent, and her 
cookbook runs the gamut from smoked fish and meat to dairy, vegetables 
and salt. The one category that she doesn’t explore is smoked fruit.
Fortunately, smoked fruit is just one of many areas which Will Horowitz, 
the wildly innovative executive chef and co-owner of Ducks Eatery and 
Harry & Ada’s Meat and Supply Co. in New York City and author of Salt 
Smoke Time, has spent a significant amount of time experimenting with 
and perfecting. 
“Smoking fruit has been incredible for us,” he says. “It’s unusual for people 
to bite into a vegetable-based burger or sandwich and have it be juicy 
enough to replace that great mouthfeel of fat and moisture that you find 















「我們只是打開一道通往遠古世界的大門。」他補充道。   
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